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1928 Restaurant Introduces Nusantara Dinner
Brighten up your week with a 7-course degustation dinner featuring Chef Ferdian
Tobing’s brilliant take on well-known Indonesian dishes.

July, 2022 - 1928 Restaurant at The Hermitage, a Tribute Portfolio Hotel, Jakarta,
introduces Nusantara Dinner, a special dinner session which takes place every
Wednesday night. Celebrating Indonesian heritage and cuisine, the Nusantara Dinner will
present a modern take on much-loved Indonesian dishes.
“We want to bring a new perspective to 1928 Restaurant’s patrons on how to enjoy
Indonesian dishes in a modern and sophisticated way,” says Ferdian Tobing, Executive
Chef of The Hermitage Jakarta.

Chef Tobing and his team have picked various Indonesian heritage delicacies and will
prepare them using modern techniques and present them in a fascinating way. For the
month of July, some of the dishes that will be included on the set menu include: Naniura,
North Sumatran style sashimi that belongs to Batak heritage; Mie Ayam Jamur infused
with black truffle and served with a foam sauce; Udang Saus Padang with corn; Semur
Betawi with wagyu beef cheek and more. Chef Tobing will update the unique menu
monthly to bring new flavors and experiences.
The Nusantara Dinner is available every Wednesday night. The weekly dinner is offered
at IDR728.000++ per person and is only available for up to 12 persons.
For more information and reservation, please call +6221 3192 6888 or WhatsApp at 0822
8983 6888.
- End About The Hermitage
The Hermitage, a Tribute Portfolio Hotel, Jakarta is located in the heart of Jakarta's most
prestigious district, Jl. Cilacap No. 1. The 1920’s art deco building comprises 90 rooms
and suite, 3 restaurants, and 350 sqm of meeting rooms. A member of Marriott
International’s Tribute Portfolio, guests of The Hermitage can take advantage of all the
perks of the Marriott BonvoyÔ global travel program and earn and redeem points during
their stays. More information can be found at www.hermitagejakarta.com and by following
the property on Facebook and Instagram.

About Tribute Portfolio
Tribute Portfolio is a growing global family of characterful, independent hotels drawn
together by their passion for captivating design and their drive to create vibrant social
scenes for guests and locals alike. With nearly 50 hotels open around the world, Tribute
Portfolio has struck a chord with those who seek out independent experiences and crave
a connection with the community when traveling. From boutique resorts like Inn at Rancho

Santa Fe in California and urban hotels such as The Vagabond Club in Singapore; to
hotels in indie-spirited locales like Noelle in Nashville and The Slaak in Rotterdam, each
Tribute Portfolio hotel celebrates its individuality, offering travelers a fresh, often colorful,
perspective. Stay with character and stay connected on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook.
Tribute Portfolio is proud to participate in Marriott BonvoyÔ, the global travel program from
Marriott International. The program offers members an extraordinary portfolio of global
brands, exclusive experiences on Marriott Bonvoy Moments and unparalleled benefits
including free nights and Elite status recognition. To enroll for free or for more information
about the program, visit MarriottBonvoy.marriott.com.
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